that are parallel to the image plane.The intensity profiles in the direction perpendicular to the image plane (Z) are represented by 10(Z), Ij(Z), and 12(Z) respectively. The shape of these profiles is assumed to be identical for all three exposures; the locations of the centers along the Z-direction for I(/Z), and 11(Z) are equal (Z0 and Z1 respectively), whereas the center of 12(Z) is shifted over a distance Z2-Zj ,i.e.': IJZ) = Jj(Z) = 1(Z) and 12(Z) = I(Z-Z2-i-Zj).
(1)
The tracer particles suspended in the fluid can be described by: (2) where ôç) is the Dirac b-function, and X(t) is the location of the tracer particle with index n at time t. The coordinates X and Y of the vector X = (X, Y,Z,) are parallel to the image coordinates x and y respectively; the Zcoordinate is perpendicular to the image plane. (Note that the integral of G(X,t) over a volume V yields the number of particles in V). The realizations for the images I(xM, 11(x,y), and 12(x,y) correspond to G(,t) at t0, tj, and t2 respectively, or:
The displacement vector D is considered uniform and constant over each time interval &.2Hence,
The image I(x,y). and the tracer pattern G1(X) are related by:
where 0 denotes the (two-dimensional) convolution integral, and where I is the maximum of 1(Z), t(x,y) the normalized intensity distribution of a single particle image, and gj(x,y) the projection of GG), weighted by 11(Z) onto the image plane, i.e.:
where M is the magnification3. (Note that the integral of gj(x,y) over an area A yields the (non-integer) number of particle images in A.)
The particles are distributed randomly over the fluid. It is therefore more convenient to deal with the images and tracer particles in terms of random fields. The cross-covariance of 10(x,y), and 11(x,y) taken over the ensemble of all realizations for X() for all n is defined as:
R11 (x" -x', y" -y') = (I (x', y')I1 (x", y")) (I (x',y'))(11 (x", y"))
11n a later expansion of this technique an additional shift between Z0 and Z1 can be introduced to allow out-of-plane velocity components in both directions (see section 5). 2'fls condition is usually satisfied locally. 3A parallel projection instead of a perspective projection is assumed here.
where c..) denotes the ensemble averaging; vice versa for the cross-covariance of 11(x,y), and 12(x,y).
The cross-covariance of G0(2) with G1() taken over the ensemble of all realizations for X,(t) for all n is defined as:
cf. (7); vice versa for the cross-covariance of G1(), and G2(X). If the tracer particles are ideal and distributed homogeneously over the fluid, and the displacement D is uniform and constant, then:
where C is the number density of the tracer particles, and S is the three-dimensional separation vector. (Note that C =(G1ç)).)
Substitution of (5) in (7), using (6), and substituting the relations (1) and (9) yields (detailed derivation see Westerweel (1993) ):
R11(r,s)=R11(r-MD,s-MD1)F,,(D2-Z2+Z1)
with:
E(DZ)=52 Since most CW4asers offer a sufficient beain.-pointing stability, their intensity profiles can easily be detennined to find the exact relation between the out..of-plane velocity and the cross-covariance values. When using solid state pulse laser systems -as for example Nd:YAG laser systems -a pulse-to-pulse beampointing stability of up to 20%
of the beam diameter has to be taken into account. In this case, the intensity profile should be determined simultaneously e.g. by using a beam splitter and a video array. However to keep explanation and computation simple we assumed a light sheet with a top.that intensity profile, i.e.
I1 IZI b212 
At R112 + R11
3SIMULATIONS
When using the same software as for the dual frame cross-correlation analysis, and therefore the same peak-fmding algorithm for both evaluations, both displacements need to be valid for reconstruction of the out-ofplane velocity component. The valid data yield for an image frame pair is proportional to the image density reduced by the in-plane loss of pairs and the out-of-plane loss of pairs N1 F1 F0. Wherein F0 = (1 -/DJIiZ) is the out-of-plane loss of pairs for the first and second image frames, and F0 = (0-+ /D7J/EZ) the out-of-plane loss of pairs for the second and third image frames. Note that reducing /DzJ will improve the valid data yield for the first and second image frames, but at the same time reduce the valid data yield for the second and third image frames. Therefore it is necessary to determine the optimum situation in which the data yield for each corresponding correlation pair is maximal. Also, it is necessary to determine for which set of parameters the measurement errors are minimal. For this purpose a number of simulations were carried out. The parameter sets that were simulated are listed in table 1. The total number of parameter combinations is equal to 349; for each combination a triplet of digital image frames is generated. For simplification the in-plane displacement was assumed to have only a X-component. Table 1 Overview of the parameter sets that were simulated.
For each simulation a set of random particle locations is generated within a rectangular volume, where the number density of the particles matched a given image density (Nj). Each particle was assigned a 'brightness value,'
determined by its location within the light sheet subsequently, a 512 by 512 pixels digital image frame is computed for the given particle locations and their assigned brightness values. A Gaussian intensity distribution with an e2-width of 1.2 pixels is assumed for each particle image; the actual pixel value is found by integration of a twodimensional Gaussian intensity distribution over the area of each pixel (integrals of a Gaussian distribution can be expressed conveniently as error functions). For the second and third image the particle locations are uniformly translated over a predefined displacement prior to computing the image frame. For the first and second images the location of the light sheet remains unchanged, whereas for the third image the location of the light sheet is adjusted according to the value for the image overlap (Os), i.e.: (1-0) iZ. The light sheet intensity profile is uniform within a width AZ and is equal to 1; the diameter of an interrogation area (in simulation units) is also taken equal to 1. For each triplet, the first and second images and the second and third images are analyzed using the cross-correlation method. This yields two data sets that consist of the location of the displacement-correlation peak and its height for each interrogation position. Each interrogation is done over areas of 32 by 32 pixels with a 50% overlap between adjacent interrogation areas. So, the total number of interrogations per image is 961 (of which only 256 are truly independent). Despite the high image density, there remains a finite probability for the occurrence of spurious displacements. To detect spurious vectors, each displacement vector is compared to the known displacement, and all vectors that deviate by more than 0.5 pixel from the true value are discarded from the data set. (Only for simulated data -where the actual displacement is known it is possible to use such a strict selection criterion). The remaining data from the two data sets are used to reconstruct the out-of-plane component of the displacement.
3.1. RESULTS OF SIMULATION The success rate (or valid data yield), denoted as F, depends on the image density (Nj), the in-plane displacement (Dr), and the out-of-plane displacement (Di). If r is plotted against the product ofNj Fj F0 (Keane & Adrian 1990) then all data practically coLlapses onto a single curve, as shown in Figure 1 . This curve corresponds to the probability curve for the presence of at least four particle images per interrogation area, given that the number of particle images has a Poisson distribution (Westerweel 1993) .
Fig.1:
The valid data yield T) as a fuizction of the effetive number of particle images (N1 F1 F0) . The solid line represents the probability for having at least four particle images. The fraction where both interrogations were valid is given by the product of the valid data yield for the first and second images (F01) and the valid data yield for the second and third images (F12); the correlation coefficient between the total combined valid data yield and the product of F01 and F12 is equal to 0.99994. Figure 2 = 0, which complies with earlier results by Willert & Gharib (1991) and Westerweel (1993) . Also note how the error becomes almost zero for D/Z = 0.5; this will be discussed further below. Since we are dealing with crosscorrelation analysis of pairs of single-exposure image frames it is always possible to shift the interrogation images in the two image frames with respect to each other in such a manner that the effective particle-image displacement is equal to zero. We therefore consider only the case for D = 0 in the remainder of the discussion of the simulation results. to O = 0.0 and the higher value to O = 0.8. This implies that the precision can be improved by reducing O to the minimum necessary to cover the dynamic range of the out-of-plane motion. Note how the RMS value drops to almost zero for a out-of-plane displacement that is equal to half the overlap (i.e Dr/AZ -0.5 (l-O). The small RMS value can be explained by the fact that for these data Dr/AX 0, so that for these values of D the first and third images of the triplet are identical. From the procedure described in section 2. it is apparent that the information about the rn-plane particle displacement is contained in both correlation planes (see e.g. equation (10)). Therefore, the peak-finding algorithm only has to be applied to the distribution with the better signal-to-noise ratio. This requires more changes of the evaluation software rather than only storing the peak values additionally. These changes have be done for the evaluation of the experimental results, since a larger dynamic range can therefore be covered. In our first experiment we observed particles in a vortex ring flow using a frame-transfer CCD-video camera. Glass spheres with a diameter of 10 pm were mixed with water in a plexiglas tank. The vortex rings were generated by a 30 mm piston that pushes water out of a sharp-edged cylindrical nozzle into the surrounding fluid. The piston was driven by a linear traversing mechanism and a computer controlled stepper motor. The flow generated by this setup is well suited for three-dimensional measurements since its properties are well documented and have been tested during various previous experiments (Weigand and Gharib 1994) . is always positive in the observed area (see Fig. 6 ), the recording procedure, as described in section 2 (no displacement of the light sheet between time tj and t1), was left unchanged.
LIGHT SHEET DISPLACEMENT BY A ELECTRO.MECHANICAL SCANNER
The arrangement of the optical and the electro-mechanical components are shown in Figure 7 and are described below. An argon-ion laser produced a continuous beam of about 6 Watt output power. An electro-mechanical shutter controlled by a timer box generated light pulses with a pulse length of t =5 ms and a pulse separation time of it = 33 ms. The aperture of the shutter was of a size that cuts off the outer area of the laser beam of lower intensity. A computer controlled micro stepper motor with a mirror mounted on one end of the shaft was used as a scanner, which, together with the cylindrical scanner lens (see Fig. 7 ), generated a parallel displacement of the light sheet. The light sheet as employed for the three-dimensional measurement was orientated perpendicular to the vortex ring axis. The scanner as well as the shutter was phase locked to the video signal of the recording camera. It alternated the light sheet location after each second capture of a complete video frame (see Fig. 8 ). Synchronized with the motion of the piston, three subsequent video frames were recorded. Two frames contain images of tracer particles within the same light sheet orientated perpendicular to the vortex ring axis (recorded at t0 and tj = t0+ & respectively). The third frame contains images of tracer particles within a light sheet parallel to the first one (recorded at t2 = t+2t).
The shift of the light sheet was (Z2 -Z1) = 2.5 mm resulting in an overlap of O = 17 % of the light sheet thickness ( iZ= 3mm). 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE VORTEX FLOW
The following evaluation procedure was used for each interrogation window: The cross-covariances R11 (r, s) and R11 (r,s) were computed and normalized to obtain the cross-correlation coefficients (For details see e.g. Bendat and Piersol (1971) ). The distribution containing the highest peak of the interrogated cell was then used to determine the particle image displacement. The peak position found by this procedure was used to find the correct and identical location in both cross-correlation planes for intensity analysis. Figure 9 shows the plot of the out-of-plane velocity distribution computed from the intensities found by this procedure and according to equation (16) . The maximum value of the out-of-plane velocity obtained by the dual-plane correlation technique, of 2.9 mm I33 ms = 8.79 cm/s is m good correspondence with the maximum shown in Figure 6 . Minimum values of the measured velocity distribution are approximately zero in both cases. The fmal result is shown in Figure 10 in a three-dimensional representation. In a second experiment silver coated 10 jim glass-spheres were added to a glycerine filled glass tank (v = 1170 x 106 m2/s). The flow under a rotating disc with a diameter of 170 mm was observed using a CCD-video camera, which worked in interlaced mode and generated full-frames at 25 Hz. Each frame of 752 x 582 px2 was separated into two half-frames where the missing lines were interpolated. The stepper motor driven circular disc (angular speed: 3.1 rad/s) was mounted in a round glass cylinder with a diameter of 180 mm inside the tank, to provide circularly symmetric boundary conditions. Three-dimensional measurements by stereoscopic PIV of such a flow were previously performed by Prasad and Adrian (1992) . This rotating flow offers a good challenge since it contains both positive and negative out-of-plane velocity components when observing an axial cut. The procedure as Sketch of the main components of the rotating disc setup. described in section 2 therefore has to be changed, and an additional displacement of the light sheet between time tj and t1 must be performed. When doing so, equation (10) Therefore the general solution for determining Dz for an arbitrary intensity profile of the light sheets and a given shift of Z2Zj and Z1-Z0 is: (19) If we again assume a light sheet with a top-hat intensity profile with a width iZ, and solve equation (19) withO;2 1(Z2Z1)/ fldO; 1(Z0Z1)/iZ.
To adapt the measurement range of the techthque to the dynamic range of the flow, the displacement of the light sheets should be set to the expected maximum out-of-plane particle displacement in both directions. For the case of the vortex ring experiments the negative out-of-plane direction was negligible. Therefore it was possible to set the displacement of the light sheet between t0 and ij to zero 1; 12°z ) However, for the recording and evaluation of the axissymmetric glycerine flow, the displacement of the light sheet between t0 and t1 and between tj and t2 was of the same magnitude (O; = = 5.1. LIGHT SHEET DISPLACEMENT BY A CHOPPER DISC AND A GLASS PLATE The main parts of the setup are shown in Figure 11 . An argonion laser produced a continuous beam of about 1 Watt output power. A chopper disc containing three slits was driven by a stepper motor and controlled by a high precision signal generator. The rotational speed of the disc was adjusted to a puls frequency which was equal to the repetition rate of the video camera of 50 fields/s. It generated light pulses with a pulse length of t = 4 ms and a pulse separation time of & =20 ms. A small glass plate was mounted on the disc and covered one of the slits (see Fig.   11 ). This setup generated the light pulses and a parallel displacement of the light sheets.
chopper disc argon-ion laser glycerine tank rotating disc
The cylindrical lens had a focal length small enough to generate a light sheet height approximately two times larger than the height of the observation field. The position of the light sheet location alternated after each capture of a halfframe (see Fig. 12 ). Two subsequent full-frames containing 2 fields each were recorded. The first and third field contain images of tracer particles within the same light sheet orientated parallel to the axis of the disc (recorded at t0 and t2 = t0+2& respectively). The second field contains images of tracer particles within a light sheet slightly displaced with respect to both others (recorded at tj = t,+&). The shift of the light sheet was (Z2 -Zj) = 0.5 mm resulting in an overlap of O 75 % of the light sheet thickness (iZ =2 mm). disc (see e.g. Prasad and Adrian (1992) ), a trend that can also be observed in the present dual-plane PIV measurement. However other features such as the oscillations of the azimuthal velocity profile (w) can not be explained at present (see Fig. 14 ). This maybe due to imperfections of the experimental setup.
6 CONCLUSIONS The analysis of the ensemble averages in section 2 has shown that the out-of-plane velocity distribution can be found if dealing with a sufficient large number of particle images. A method to consider different light sheet intensity profiles has been presented. The results from the simulations provide insight into the optimal values for relevant experimental parameters. It was found that under the assumption of a top-Mt intensity profile:
. the usable range for the measurement of the out-of-plane displacement is given by (17); . for this range the bias error with respect to the given outof-plane displacement is less than 2 % of .Z . the RMS value of the random error for the same range as given by (17) is between 4-8 % of .Z.
The experimental results show the feasibility of two different recording procedures. Their results demonstrate the ease of operation when applying the technique to liquid flows. The additional displacement of the light sheet between the first two images allowed us to detect out-of-plane particle motion in both directions. When using a PIV system, which uses a CW-laser in combination with a chopper disc, the only additional part needed for dual-plane PIV is a small glass plate which deflects the beam parallel. Especially when observing low speed liquid flows, the operation of dual-plane PIV is easier than that of stereoscopic PIV. The only calibration necessary is the determination of thickness and overlap of the light sheets. It should be emphasised that only one camera is needed. In future investigations the influence of parameters, like the intensity distribution of the light sheet in z-direction, and temporal velocity gradients should be considered to increase the accuracy of the measurement. In contrast to stereoscopic PIV the out-of-plane measurement error of dual-plane PIV cannot easily be estimated by analysing the in-plane measurement error. Further work is required to improve and verify the accuracy of the technique. However, even if the accuracy of the technique presented here could not be increased, it reduces of the number of outliers and can nevertheless be used for an adequate estimation of the out-of-plane velocity in many technologically important flows.
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